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Ultimate Guide
TOURIST ATTRACTIONS IN AND AROUND CARDIFF
Planning a trip to Cardiff? Or just want to make the most of your city's attractions? Well, lucky for you've we've compiled some of the best places to visit in Cardiff in this guide.
CHECK THEM OUT!


Yummy Guide
SUNDAY LUNCH IN CARDIFF
Looking to indulge in a delicious Sunday lunch in Cardiff? Sunday being the day of rest, let these restaurants in Cardiff take on the duty of cooking for you!



Amazing Venue
LO LOUNGE CARDIFF BAY
Lo Lounge is a unique cocktail bar that serves exceptional street food dishes! Check out their amazing events here!
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Walks and Trails in Cardiff
Whether you're a leisurely stroller or a hardcore hiker, Cardiff and the surrounding areas offer a number of diverse walks ...
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Things to Do When it's Raining in Cardiff
Things to do when its raining in Cardiff. Rainy Days in Cardiff come very often, but don't let the rainy ...
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Cafes in Cardiff
There has never been a better time to be a coffee drinker with the abundance of cafes and coffee shops ...
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	read our Guides

	take advantage of great offers

	Find out what’s on

	Enter our Latest competitions

	view all vacant jobs
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Dog Walks in Cardiff
Walking your dog is a daily task we all know and love (unless it’s raining of course), but when you ...
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National Trust Sites in and around Cardiff
The National Trust care for hundreds of historical sites, gardens and estates all around Wales and the UK, and they're ...
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Family VIDEO Bute Park
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VIDEO: Ciliegino Cardiff
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Things to do with kids in Cardiff
Looking for activities to do with the kids in Cardiff? Whether its making a trip to the Cardiff castle or ...
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Family Restaurants in Cardiff
Choosing somewhere to go out with the whole family can be a struggle as you need to cater for all. ...
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            Promote your business

            click here to view the multiple ways you can promote your business with Total Cardiff.
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Get Listed for £10 per month


Our Services


Ad Hoc Space


List Your Event


Email Marketing


Rate Card


Client Testimonials


Media Pack


Add Your News


             
            
            

            
        

    


    
        
            
                What's On in Cardiff
Welcome to the city of Cardiff! As the capital of Wales and the UK's eleventh-largest city, there's plenty to discover...


Whether you're exploring the waterfront development at Cardiff Bay or the famous Wales Millennium Centre, there’s always something entertaining to see and do in this diverse city.


Cardiff has many landmark buildings such as the Principality Stadium, Pierhead Building the Welsh National Museum and the Senedd building, the home of the Welsh Parliament. Cardiff is also famous for Cardiff Castle, St David's Hall and Llandaff Cathedral, to name a few. Making it a highly desirable location to live or visit.


Besides it's mountains of history, Cardiff has a strong nightlife and is home to many bars, pubs and clubs. Most clubs and bars are situated in the city centre, especially St. Mary Street, and more recently Cardiff Bay, The Brewery Quarter and Charles Street are popular parts of the city.


An ideal location for shopping, Cardiff is a bustling hub or independent retailers, quirky boutiques. The Castle Quarter is a commercial area in the north of the city centre which includes some of Cardiff's well known Victorian and Edwardian arcades.


This is a very brief insight into what this marvelous city has to offer. Explore our website through our eating & drinking, entertainment, lifestyle, family, shopping and business sections to delve further into Cardiff's scene.


Our aim is to bring communities together, help businesses succeed, people thrive and places come alive and we hope we help you uncover the best that Cardiff has to offer.
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			Register Now for Exclusive Content!
Register Now


Name
Email
I have read and understood the below statement regarding the use of sensitive data in relation to Total Guide to Ltd. By accepting this agreement I give my permission for my data to be used as specified. I understand I have the right to withdraw at any time.
I accept the above terms and conditions.
Total Guide to Ltd - Consent
What data is collected?
We collect Names, Email Addresses and personal preferences/interests.
What we use the data for?
We use this data to send you personalised, relevant information and marketing material from our clients and partners.
When you leave, what happens to the data?
Any data exported from this system for the purposes of carrying out the above service retained for the maximum of 10 years, or until we no longer use the service provider “Data processor” who in this case are: Dotmailer.
Your right to withdraw:
You can withdraw the right for Total Guide to Ltd to process your data for the purposes as set above at any time. To do this, you must submit in writing a request to cease processing your data for the purposes of Total Guide to Ltd this must be sent to the Data Protection Officer, Bowman House, Whitehill Lane, Bowman Court, Royal Wootton Bassett. The written request must be signed and match the person whom originally offered consent.








	        
		
	    
	    
    













































   
    
